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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Manuel Penichet P has contributed to the dictionary with 1682 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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tirarse un chancho
It is an expression of Chilean origin meaning burping or expel gas through the mouth (commonly known as repeat).

toca a rebato
Touch to alarm means give the signal of alarm through a campaign, drum, etc. before a catastrophe or danger
imminent.This expression is originated in times of them attacks unexpected of them Arab in Europe, that forced to
convene to the village with quickly doing sonar the campaigns of the Church quot; to alarm quot; i.e. repeated and
quickly.Rebato word comes from the Arabic lt; <em>Ribat gt;</em> What attack against infidels, but in Castilian was the
meaning of call or call residents of one or more villages to defend themselves.

tocar la pera
Playing the PEAR is an expression used in Spain whose meaning is to annoy, anger.

tocarse el pelo
Some claim that touching the hair is a legacy of the custom of despiojar many apes have. According to the ethologist
Desmond Morris, it's a gesture of detente in a situation that makes us nervous but we try to keep calm and control by
touching us the hair. In the case of them women, if the voltage is must to it seduction, also can perform other activities
as open and close the bag, look the mobile or remove is and put is them glasses in signal of nervousness.

tocarse la barba
Touching the Chin is a gesture of doubt or reflection. Pat beard or express Chin an evaluation or analysis.  However,
place your hand holding the Chin denotes boredom, lack of interest in fatigue.

todista
The suffix " 34 ista; written at the end of some words implies that it refers to a profession, activity or ideology ( as dentist,
hiker, Communist, etc 41.  Thus the word todista refers to someone who does everything.

tofu
Tofu originated in China. It is an oriental food prepared with soy or soy, water and a coagulant or generated seeds. Is
prepares starting from the coagulation of the milk of soybean pressed to extract the water, similar to as is prepares the
cheese from the milk.

tomar conocimiento
Take or acquire knowledge is equivalent to learn and find out something that is unknown, trying to understand
something through the study and analysis of the facts, find out about an event or event that was not known, etc.

tomate el palo
Is is of an expression negative used by the jargon youth argentina to dismiss to someone or tell you that is remove, that
is go. Its origin is from the Río de la Plata slang.

tompson
Tompson or Thompson is a surname of English origin whose meaning is unknown.



topu
It is a lot of land the sons of the wamani, receiving territorial division of the inca Empire, for their livelihood and that of his
family. Also is the name of a musician famous in Bangladesh.

tornase
It comes from the verb render meaning back. It became is a synonym of return.

totoi
Totoi is a pseudonym of a painter, Illustrator and muralist Mexican called Carlos Semerena.A pseudonym is a name
false or fictitious that adopts a person to conceal or hide your real name.

trabajadora sexual
Sex worker is as it is currently called prostitutes or prostitutes. Also referred to as sexoservidoras.

trabajo de ruso
Refers to the work of a Russian person or know the Russian language to be used in the work. In Colombia they say
Russian teacher works or bricklayer who works in construction.

traductor de nahuatl a español
The translator is a person or a program that translates a text, a message or a Word from a language or language to
another. In this case the translation would be from the indigenous language nahuatl to the Spanish.

trailero
In Mexico trailero is the person that handles a tractor or trailer. The trailer is a truck load of large carrying a trailer
behind.<br>

traje formal
A formal suit is a suit of clothing, usually dark, composed of 2 or 3 parts used on the occasion of business, party,
meeting or some other important event. It consists of a bag or jacket, pants and sometimes vest. He is said to be formal
because it relates to formality, i.e. the seriousness composure and responsibility that the person who uses it.

trans prefijo
<em style="font-weight :  bold;">TRANS </em>is a prefix of Latin origin which is prepended to some words to give them
the meaning of change, on the other side or through. Example of words that have the prefix trans: transporting (carrying
things from one place to another), transfer (move things and people from one vehicle to another), transfer (move from a
person to another something over which has the right).

transgénero
Transgender people are those that infants have their male or female genitals physically but are not happy with their
sexuality and are subjected to hormonal processes and cosmetic surgery to change sex.

transicion en power point
A transition in Power Point is the effect of type animation that occurs when moving a slide presentation to another. You
can control the speed of each visual effect, add sound and slide forward. The transitions are available in the Animations
tab.



traqueteos
Rattles are repetitive movements that produce certain noise known as traquidos or creak, similar to that produced
rockets.They are also movements of people or things that are hit when transporting. Example: with the rattle of the trip,
they have broken them gifts.

trastorno bipolar
Bipolar disorder is a mental or emotional disease in which the patient presents episodes of depression (sadness, loss of
interest or pleasure, feelings of guilt, lack of self-esteem) alternated with others of euphoria (well-being, excitement,
happiness and) Joy). It is believed that it can be hereditary, but the genetic causes that produce it are unknown. Others
say that the environment affects its emergence and development.

travelogue
Travelogue is an English word whose meaning is quot; documentary by travel quot;. It's any talk, presentation or writing
on a trip accompanied by photographs or a movie that describes it.

trendy
Trendy is an adjective that comes from the word English quot; trend quot; that means trend. Is you called trendy to the
person that wears to the last fashion or that you like them trends of the season, also to who is modern and progressive.

tres triangulos
A triangle is a geometric or polygon shape that has three angles and three sides.  There are different types of triangles:
rectangle (with a right angle of 90 degrees), equilateral (with three equal sides and three angles equal 60 degree),
perforating (two equal sides and two equal angles), scalene (no sides or angles equal), etc.   The sum of the three
angles is always 180 degrees.

triangulo con circulo dentro
It's an esoteric symbolism. The triangle symbolizes the divine Trinity: harmony, perfection and wisdom. The circle is the
universal symbol of the infinite, of the entire universe.

tricromatico
The prefix quot; tri quot; in latin at the start of a word meaning three. The chromatic adjective refers to the colors.
Therefore trichromatic (with the accent) means three colors.

trofismo conservado
The word <strong>trophism</strong> does not exist in the dictionary because does not accept it the Royal Spanish
Academy of language, however, this term is often used in medicine to refer to those functions of the organism linked to
nutrition, development and conservation of the fabric. Therefore, preserved trophism refers to these functions are active
working.

trolear
It is a verb which, although it does not appear in the dictionary, comes from the word <em style="font-weight:
bold;">troll</em> in Norwegian that means GNOME or nomo, a being fantastic and mythological very small and
misshapen that lives in the interior of the Earth by keeping their wealth.Trolling has several meanings.It means to
intervene with the aim of derailing something. It is synonymous with burst, boycott or cause. It also means disturb, tired
or angry, take hair, hesitation or a heavy joke.In other countries it means punishing someone with strenuous exercise. In
Honduras means defeat forcefully to any opponent deportivo and Costa Rica make a ride or long travel to foot.



trollear
Attention or trolear is a new invented word that emerged on the Internet for about 10 years. It is derived from the
Norwegian Word <strong>quot; quot; troll</strong> that means GNOME or nomo, a mythological being living under
ground causing problems and treasuring his riches. Used trolear on social networks to understand that you it's a
provocative comment that causes anger, discomfort and controversy or discussion.  Sometimes used as insult, taunt or
maliciously just for fun.

tronista
The word quot; tronista quot; It is popular use and was recently born. According to the dictionary of the Royal Academy
of the Spanish language, it has the following significado:persona which is given a privileged position to choose their
sexual partners, using all possible means to make a public decision, mainly through television. It could also mean
person of flamboyant appearance, wearing sunglasses indoors, men shirt with cleavage, heels in the gym, etc.

trote nortino
It is the name of a folk dance from the North of Chile. In general dances and dances of northern Chile are characterized
by religious and festive, originated as the cachimbo, the indigenous, the trot and the Northern cueca.

tróspido
It is an invented word whose meaning does not exist, but it is sticky.  Many people use it on Twitter without knowing
what has no meaning.

trumpazo
Is refers to a form colloquial of say that Donald Trump was elected President of United States, which gives to
understand that is is of a coup not expected or not desired.

trumpoji
A trumpoji is an emoji with the face of Donald Trump. The emoji are characters or ideograms used in e-mails and web
sites.  They used as emoticons mainly in text conversations through smartphones.

ttip
TTIP is an acronym in English of <em> <strong>T</strong>ransatlantic <strong>T</strong>rade and
<strong>I</strong>nvestment <strong>P</strong>artnership </em>or transatlantic partnership for trade and investment
(ATCI). Is is of a proposal of a Treaty of free trade between the Union European and United States that is located in
negotiations.

ttyl
It is an acronym for the words in English <em>quot; talk to you later quot;</em> that means you call then. Is very
common find it in text or chats between friends teenagers.

tucu-tucu
It doesn't mean anything. It is a name or noun which may refer to:A cocuyo, a genus of Coleoptera insects.The name of
a genus of rodents.The name of a rural area in the province of Sta. Cruz in the Argentine Patagonia.The name of a folk
group in the province of Tucumán.The nickname of a Uruguayan footballer.

turba mas primitiva
It can refer to two different things.(1) a crowd of people that is manifest of way wild, primitive and uncivilized.(2) a very



old plant fossil carbon, from the early stages of the first period.

twitty
Twitty in English means Moody, cranky, irritated. It is a word that is used to describe the temperament or character of
some people or animals.

uasdiano
It is a term used to refer to the community of students and alumni of the Autonomous University of Santo Domingo
(UASD) in Dominican Republic.

uber
It comes from the word in German <em style="font-weight: bold;">uber </em>top, meaning the best.The German
philosopher Nietzsche called quot; quot übermensch; to the Superman and from there became the term to the English
as über (without diaeresis) to be used as a prefix with the meaning of it best.

udef
UDEF are the acronyms of the unit of crime economic and Fiscal, dependent of the curates General of Police Judicial of
Spain.This unit takes the investigation and prosecution of criminal activities, both nationally and internationally, in the
field of economic and tax crime, as well as operational coordination and technical support to the territorial units.

uepa je!
It doesn't mean anything. Is an expression of joy or joy used mainly in Colombia and Venezuela linked with the music of
cumbia and vallenato. Example: Uepa je, viva Colombia!

uinal
Uinal is a word of the culture maya that means month.The Mayan HAAB calendar consists of 18 months referred to as
quot; Uinals quot; 20 days each one, over a period of 5 days named quot; Uayeb quot; which gives in total 365 days a
year.

uluwatu
Uluwatu is a place in the part southwest of the Bukit Peninsula, in Bali, Indonesia.It is the site where the Pura Luhur
Uluwatu Temple and the destination number four of the most popular places for surfing enthusiasts.The Uluwatu name
comes from the words quot; ulu quot; that means end of the ground and quot; watu quot; that means rock.

umami
Is a word of origin Japanese associated with those flavors and means delicious, tasty. It is called the fifth taste, since it
complements the four flavors that we can perceive: acid or sour, salty, sweet and bitter.

un ancla
In marine terms it is an instrument of iron or steel attached to a cable or a cadena.que is thrown to the bottom of the sea
to immobilise a vessel. In architecture, it is one piece attached to the end of a strap to ensure a wall or frame element. It
can also be a device that combines two elements of construction to prevent the collapse. In figurative terms an anchor is
a burden or obstacle that prevents a person to act or take something out freely, without something to slow down it or out
of the way.



un beso en la frente
A kiss on the forehead is synonymous with love and affection but also respect.

un can rao
Rao is a name used in India, United States, Brazil, Italy, China and Pakistan, whose meaning is unknown. It can is a
synonym for dog. A Rao can is a dog named Rao.

un dab
The dab is a step away from urban dance emerged in the United States in which the dancer dropped head while it
extends an arm and lifts the other elbow in a move that resembles of a sneeze. It has its origin in the scene hip hop
Atlanta.

un si es no es
Me gives the impression that is is of a game of words. It consists of using words clockwise misleading, contradictory or
in another of its meanings. The interpretation and meaning, in this case, depends on the context in which they are and
spelling scores that have (if they have it).

unas frias
In some countries of Latin America and the Caribbean, such as Mexico, Guatemala, Dominican Republic and others,
quot; take is some cold quot; means taking some beers. Not I am sure of the meaning in other cases different.

underboob
It is an abbreviation of the words in English <em>under the boobies </em>, which means under the breasts.Is refers to
the area of the sternum that is located below the breasts in where some women tend to tattoo is.

unesco en siglas
Them acronym of UNESCO in English correspond to United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization,
that in Spanish is known as organization of the Nations United for the education the science and the culture. Was
founded in 1945-1946 to contribute to the maintenance of the peace and of it security international to ensure the respect
of them rights human and the freedoms fundamental of the humanity.

unicef
They are the acronym for United Nations International Children´s Emergency Fund which in Spanish means United
Nations International Fund for the Socorro de la Infancia.Es a humanitarian organization of the UN (for United Nations)
instituted in 1946 to promote aid to children, especially in the countries of the third world.

unidos podemos
Together we can is the name of the political party Izquierda Unida coalition and can, with which will participate together
in the general elections of Spain on 26 June.Is is of the brand or slogan with which them two parties is recorded before
the Board Electoral Central to form an Alliance political.

unionistas
Unionist is the person, party or doctrine that keeps any ideal of union.I was known by that name to the supporter of the
North in the American civil war.



urea alta en sangre
There is a component called urea, which is the result of the metabolism of the proteins that are made in the liver in
human blood. During digestion, proteins are separated into amino acids containing nitrogen, which is released as
ammonium ion to form urea that is eliminated in the urine. If the kidney doesn't work well, urea accumulates in the blood
and its concentration resulting in high urea in the blood rises.

urias heteo
Uriah the Hittite or Hittite, was a soldier in the army of King David, one of the so-called quot; brave David quot;. After he
refused to visit his wife Bathsheba, against the orders of David to disguise his adultery with Bathsheba, the King sent
him to death, ordering the soldiers that they deviating from it in battle, to expose it to the enemy. Uriah happened to
posterity as the example of a victim of adultery, to whom their own righteousness condemns him to be victim of one
greater crime.

usaf
USAF stands for English United States Air Force or air force of the United States. These acronyms are military aircraft
and other vehicles belonging to the U.S. air force, as the presidential aircraft of Barack Obama.

usar sombrero
Use Hat means that the person used to wearing a hat on the head almost always.

usb-c
He is the name of a connector manufactured by Apple, known as USB type C, which is considered to be the port of the
future by being able to connect in a reversible manner. The idea is that through this same connector is can transmit
different types of signals, like audio, video, data and also current electric. USB stands for Universal Serial Bus (in
Spanish Universal Serial Bus), a port that allows you to connect peripherals to a computer.

usc
It can mean many things, depending on the issue concerned. Examples: USC = United States Currency (currency
American or from us: UU) USC = United States Code (code of us: UU:) USC = University of South Carolina (US) USC =
Universidad Santiago de Cali (Colombia) USC = University of Santiago of Chile USC = University of Santiago de
Compostela (Spain) USC = Socialist Union of Catalonia (Spain) USC = Social unity Christian (Costa Rica)

usm
Acronyms quot; usm quot; they are part of a domain name in the network, which correspond to the name of University of
Southern Mississippi.  Written with uppercase USM is abbreviation for several universities and companies in the United
States.

usufructante
In legal terms, which gives a usufruct.

util e inútil
Useful is an adjective that is used to define what produces avail, benefit, or worth.It is also a noun meaning utensil or
tool.Waste is an adjective antonym of useful, that means that not served, not is suitable, is unable to or ineffective.

utilities
Utilities is a financial term that comes from the English, which is used to refer to a category of shares of companies listed



on the stock exchange including provided to general public services that you not do without, such as water , gas, electric
power, etc. These are companies whose values are considered very safe since their incomes are very stable, although
its debt is usually very high because of the investment that must be made in infrastructure. Another meaning of utilities
in Spanish, is the utilities, that is the benefit or advantage that comes from an investment or business.

utz pin pin
UTZ Pin Pin is a brand of beer brewed in Guatemala since 1919 and whose name comes from the Mayan idiom very
very good.  Currently is a beer with flavors of chocolate, coffee, and spices (cinnamon, ginger, clove and pepper)
re-released in November of 2015 in Guatemala.

uvi y uci
<em style="font-weight: bold;">UVI </em>is an acronym in Spanish of intensive care unit, while <em style="font-weight:
bold;">ICU </em>intensive care unit of hospitals where special assistance is provided to the most serious or most
sensitive health patients means. In some hospitals of Spain there are also the <em style="font-weight: bold;">UCC
</em>that is critical care unit and the <em style="font-weight: bold;">UMI </em>unit of intensive medicine, where
serving patients is critically ill or require some specialized care.

uyu
UYU (with capital letters) is the code of the currency of the weight Uruguayan. All the coins of the world have a code that
the identified internationally. Examples: EUR (Euro), USD (United States dollar), JPY (Japanese yen), etc.Uyu in Korean
means milk and in Turkish is a verb that means follow.<br>

uyyy
UY, uuyy or uyyy is a word that is used for express astonishment, penalty or pain when we want to give you greater
intonation to any phrase.Example: Yyu, that hit!. Even my me hurt.

último puchi
The Puchi is a broker Spanish motorcycle name Alberto Ontiveros, originally from San Juan and who is competing in the
Dakar 2016 race with many difficulties.  Your spouse Pamela is pregnant and asks him to make the quot; quot last effort;
to finish the race and be with her once born his son Santiago.

v de vendetta
Is concerned that Word or sign that is spoken, written or pronounced with the lyric uve or quot; v quot; labiodental
vendetta, beef, wine, etc. and not with the quot; quot b; lip.

v8 en autos
V8 is the configuration of a motor of 8 cylinders housed in a block in form of V, the engine in V presents 4 cylinders of
each side or Bank, which it makes more small and efficient that a motor configured with them 8 cylinders in line. It was
invented by Ford in the United States in 1932.

va a escampar
Escampar is a verb that means to stop raining. Also is used to give to understand that a site is going to clear, as the
clouds when leaves of rain.

va a ser que si
It is an expression used in Spain to imply that there is certainty, is clear or it is concluded that something is true or



definitive.

va pa esa
Is is of an expression Colombian very frequent whose meaning is clear that if!, of course! Since then!

vale hongo
Another expression more than origin Chilean that means that not is worth nothing, that is of little or no importance.

vamo a calmarno
It is a meme that emerged in the social networks that invites you to relax, be patient and remain calm when there is a
problem.Is used with an accent Caribbean or coastal (without the s at the end) for give you a touch humorous and
sympathetic.

vantablack
Vantablack is a substance made of carbon nanotubes and the darkest substance known. It absorbs up to 99.965% of
visible light. It is composed of tiny vertical tubes that develop and grow.Its name comes from the word in English
meaning arrangement of Nano tubes aligned vertically Vertically Aligned Nano Tubes Arrays.

vascuencias
With the risk of being wrong, it seems to be that the meaning of this word could be quot; something dark, confusing,
difficult to understand quot;.Actually, this is an opinion personal of which not I am safe and well could be a mistake.It is
not the first time that I am wrong, nor the last I will do it.

veleno
Veleno is a word of Italian origin which means poison in Spanish.

venirse arriba
It is a Spanish expression which implies that a situation adverse or loss, has been overcome and comeback, fighting
hard and decisively. It is the opposite of come down, which means collapse, give up or fail.

ver volar una cigueña
The stork is a bird that symbolizes the arrival of spring in Europe and is also a sign of good luck.  In popular form, it is
said that the newborn babies the Stork brings them. Therefore, see fly a stork is a sign of good fortune, good time and
also the birth of a baby.

verbos destacados
Any verb can be a verb interest, understanding that highlight means Excel, make note, highlight. To make a verb stand
out can be stressed, please with bold, use capital letters, put between parentheses, etc. Know if there is a classification
of verbs in which inclusion and identifies certain how outstanding any grammatical reason or Linguistics verbs in addition
to esto.

verca
It is a proper name of woman likely Slavic origin and meaning unknown.



veritativo
<em>Veritativo </em>is an adjective relative to the level or condition of truthfulness of a phrase. The values veritativos
more common that may be associated to a sentence are true and false. It is a word that probably comes from the latin
quot; <em>veritas quot;</em> which means truth.

vete a la verga
It's a pejorative expression used in Mexico whose meaning is quot; get out quot; quot; go to other side quot; or quot; go
to hell quot;.

victimización
The victimization is the action of make or convert to a person in victim of a made originated by something or someone
more, independent of being guilty or not. It means that you suffer or pay the consequences of an action which may be
responsible for or not.<br>

viejoven
It's a term emerged to identify persons who, being young, appear older by his way of being, dress, think or behave in
public.

viernes 13
Friday the 13th of any month, is considered a day of bad luck in the majority of Western cultures. The reason not is
clear, but can have reasons religious and historical of made that happened in the antiquity in that date.

viernes santo
Good Friday is one of the main celebrations of Christianity within the Holy week. This day recalls the death of Jesús of
Nazareth on the cross. The Catholic Church instructs the faithful keep fasting and abstinence from meat as penance.

vigipirate
Vigipirate is the system of alert against terrorist actions in France created in 1978.  The name comes from the French
words quot; vigie or vigilance quot; and quot; pirate quot;.  It is a contraction meaning pirate surveillance or against
pirates. The system defines 5 levels or threats represented by the colors 0 white, 1 yellow, 2 Orange, 3 red and 4
Scarlet or Crimson. Since then, it has been used four times.  In 1995 with the Islamic terrosista campaign, in 2000, 2003
and finally in 2015.<br>

vintage
In English the word vintage was used originally to refer is to the year or place of the harvest of came and its meaning is
vintage. Of there its use is has generalized to refer is not only to them wines, but to any class of product or object of the
last of high quality. Today's vintage style is very popular in furniture and antique decoration of homes, dresses and old
fashion accessories or reasons of the past. Spanish and English vintage pronounce <em>quot; vintich quot;.</em>

virtud en la biblia
The term <em>virtue</em> in the Bible means goodness, excellence and moral perfection. that leans to the good
practice. It is not a quality, but rather a habit that needs to grow and develop to acquire it.

vista judicial
The court hearing is a term used in law. It is the phase of a process that is to hold a public or private hearing in which
parties or people involved formulate or ratify its allegations and propose and practice the necessary tests before a judge



or court.<br>

vivela
quot; Live it quot; It is the name of a song by Pablo Alborán who drives to live and enjoy life as it is, leaving aside the
obstacles and problems and continue forward enjoying the gift of life.

vivir de espaldas al mar
Live de espaldas a the sea is an expression that wants to tell that not is provides attention to what occurs or you affects
to the sea and its environment, that not is you cares or is concerned by what you happens. It is of an expression very
common between environmentalists and ecologists.

vivir deportivamente
Live deportivamente means to live an active, practicing any sport, mainly into the air outdoors, exercising regularly to
stay healthy.

vlogs
A blog (from the English web log) or web log is a site as a personal diary which includes contents of interest of the
author, updated frequently and often commented on by its readers.It serves as the online publication of stories with a
high frequency, in reverse chronological order.It often includes a list of links to other blogs or pages for more information
or quote sources of consultation.

voetbal
Voetbal is a word of Dutch origin whose meaning is football.

volar por los aires
It is an expression that is used to imply that something or someone was fired or thrown with force so abrupt and sudden,
as if it flew. Example: The car flew through the air due to the hurricane.

volaris
The name means nothing, but is derived from the words fly and polaris. Polaris is the name of a constellation in the sky,
so combining the two words Gets the name of a Mexican airline Volaris.

volá
The expression quot; What ball? quot; It is very Cuban and means quot; do you do, which as such, how is going?
quot;.It is a cubanismo jargon used to greet colloquially among friends and acquaintances.According to the Argentine
youth jargon quot; vola quot; It is an expression that is used to imply something as quot; hush, stop blather quot;.

voltear la bandera
Flip the flag means put it head or vice versa. It refers to an incident in which Maluma, a Colombian singer, displayed a
flag of Venezuela that gave the public, upside down. That is, with the color red above instead of down by mistake.

votar a mano alzada
For vote, usually is deposited the vote or ballot in a URN closed, either, is made electronically by pressing a button front
a screen. Sometimes, it is easier to ask people in a meeting that they raise your hand those who are in favor of voting to
support any cause and estimate whether they are majority or not. To this type of vote is it called hand seam,



vulgar y prosaico
Vulgar is synonymous of ordinary and clumsy. That lack of culture, distinction or novelty. Belonging to the vulgar (lower
stratum of population less educated).Prosaic is synonymous of vulgar, bland, lacking of elevation or interest. Concerning
the prose (ordinary form of language).

wag
WAG stands for <em>Wives And Girlfriends </em>(wives and girlfriends). It is an acronym that emerged in the World
Cup of soccer in England in 2006 to appoint the girlfriends and wives of players more attractive that emerged in this
contest.

waila
Is refers to an idiom Chilean used by the jargon youth to identify to a person that is has overwhelmed of ingesting a drink
alcoholic and is located in State full of drunk.

waipa
So called in Chile to a person with neo-Nazi ideas.

wanderlust
Wanderlust is a word of German origin whose meaning is quot; taste or passion of travelling quot;

wason
This word has no meaning.  It is a proper name and surname at the same time.  Carried it several people and things: a
singer, a puzzle, a partnership, etc. If the searched Word is <em style="font-weight :  bold;">Joker </em>then it is the
worst enemy of Batman.  The meaning of the adjective and noun is Joker, mocking.

wearables
A wearable device is one that you can use or put and is above, below or included in the clothes and is always on.
Another feature is that it allows to be used without doing anything else. In Spanish are known as smart accessories, but
it also tells them wearable, wearable devices or wearable. The most common are smart watches or smartwatches,
bracelets of activity and the smart glasses, but there is also intelligent clothing. The meaning of wearable in Spanish is
usable.

webgrafía
The webgraph is a neologism and is defined as the Repertoire of resources from the Internet relating to a given subject
or employed in a work or specific work. Also used to tell <em>cibergrafia or web bibliography</em> but with less
frequency.

webinar
It comes from the words in English web seminar that mean network seminar. A webinar is a videoseminario or
videoconference online which is done through a software that allows you to teach a class or course via the Internet.

weed
The meaning of quot; weed quot; in English it is grass, weed, weed. By extension, it is also used to refer to tobacco and
marijuana.



what else
What else in English means that more. Generally used in form interrogative as in the commercial for Nespresso
Announces actor George Clooney.

wifi
The term Wi-Fi is an abbreviation of the words in English quot; wireless fidelity quot; that means wireless or wireless
fidelity. Used to designate computing solutions that use this technology to connect computers or computers at distance.

wild
Wild is a word in English whose meaning in Spanish is wild, wild, rustic. Figuratively used to designate a person rude,
rough, no manners.

wow
Wow or wow (written with lowercase) is an expression of astonishment in English that also is used in the networks social
in Spanish to show is surprised. Example: Wow, nice photo!WOW (written with capital letters) can be the acronym of
several things as the name of companies, companies, business, trades, etc.WoW is also the abbreviation for the name
of a game called World of Warcraft which translates as world's articles of war.

wries
The only reference found on quot; wries quot; It is that which comes from the verb quot; to wry quot; in English that
means twisting, distort or warp. It also means to make a grin or facial gesture as a sign of disappointment or
disapproval. Irony is also wry.

wsl surf
WSL are the acronym for World Surf League or world surfing League. It is an international body that brings together the
majority of associations of surfing around the world.

wtf
Is an acronym in English of the words quot; what the fuck quot; frequently used as vulgarismo in chats and forums to
show amazement, AWE or misunderstanding and in occasions disagreement. The Spanish translation could be quot; to
hell quot; or something stronger.

x86
Family x 86 includes the set of instructions Intel-compatible microprocessors 8086.Por both x 86 represents that set of
instructions, being also a generic name given to the corresponding microprocessors.

xaloc
Xaloc is a Catalan word whose meaning is jaloque.The jaloque or Sirocco is the name of the wind from the South-East,
typical of the Mediterranean.

xamaquita
Is a variant of the word chamaquita that is used as a treatment affectionate towards a girl or girl small.

xd
The acronym xd or xD represent an abbreviation of the expression quot; by Dios quot; which have extended its use



notoriously in Internet.

ximielga
(Ximielga seems to be a word of origin Asturian that means it following: 1) beating or shaking. ((Action of ximelgar.2) fish
that is come a time curado.3) piece of wood in form of half cane coupled to the cock in a point crucial with the stick to
protect it.

xiomi
Xiomi is a name whose origin and meaning are unknown.

xisco
It's an alias or nickname whose origin is catalan. Is an of them forms of affection with which is known to the Franciscos,
as Francisco (Xisco) Jimenez Tejada, player of football Spanish.

xocicopa,nexticuil y tlaljicamal
<strong>Nixticuil</strong> (not nexticuil): is a nahuatl word that means worm Ashen or waste.<br>It's an underground
larva of the beetle or mayate, also known as the blind chicken or white worm. <strong>Xocicopa:</strong>
Pending<strong>Tlaljicamal: </strong>pending

xpl
XPL acronym can refer to several things. In computing, is a dialect of the programming used for the development of
compilers for computer language.  It is also an open protocol designed to allow control and monitoring of home
automation devices. In aviation, is a code of the IATA airline of the Soto Cano air base.  It is also a company Express
Line Aircompany ICAO code. XPL may also be shorthand for quot; Cross-Polarized Light quot;  (cross polarized light)
used in some microscopes.<br><br>

xriz
Xcriz is an abbreviation for Christian and refers to singer / songwriter Spanish Christian Jiménez Bundó, better known by
the artistic name of Porta.<br>

xumec
It seems to be a word of the language of the huarpes, an indigenous indigenous people of Argentina, whose meaning
has not been possible to find.

xxxxx
He syndrome XXXXX (also called pentasomia X or 49) is an alteration of the chromosomes X present normally in the
woman. Instead of having two has five X chromosomes. Is a feature very rare, since only is has knowledge of some 25
cases in the world.It was discovered in 1963 and is associated with microcephaly (small head), micrognathia (small jaw)
and round face. The ears are usually low and malformed, them eyes very separate and exorbitant, the nose with the
bridge nasal depressed and wide, the mouth with fissure in the palate highly arched, teeth abnormal and lips wrinkled
and thick. The neck is short and without movement, the hands and feet are small.

y 6
It is not possible to know it if he is not known context, subject or theme which is or where this letter and number appear.



y de yapa
The word <em>JAPA </em>is a voice of quechua origin whose meaning is tip or addition.<em>And of yapa</em> is an
idiom Chilean that means <em>and of more </em>or <em>and of extra.</em>

y eso que
Is an expression that denotes that it said or made not interested in or do not matter. It gives to understand that it is
indifferent, has no relationship or is independent of what it is.

y listo
It is an expression that is used to indicate that something is finished, done, arranged or put to what is required. Example:
I change clothes and ready to go.

ya veremos
Already see is an expression that gives to understand that there is doubt that something is made. Example: We will see
who comes first (I doubt it while someone else before me).

ya ves
It is an expression that is used to highlight what is expressed. Its meaning could be quot; so are the things quot; or
something like that.Example: You see, I was right.

yalile
It seems to be a name of Arab origin. Yalile or Yalila in Arabic means victorious in generosity.

yayoflauta
Yayo or yaya is the affectionate name that is known to the grandfathers and grandmothers in the eastern part of
vacation term quot; Yayoflautas quot; It is newly created and refers to the grandfathers and grandmothers who take to
manifest to the streets to protest about the future that awaits them to their children and grandchildren because of the
economic crisis facing the country. The name originated in Barcelona and is derived from quot; Perroflautas quot; that is
the derogatory name that was called the members of the movement 15 M (15 May 2011), also known as movement of
the outraged.

yelmo de la salvacion
The helmet or helmet is part of medieval armor that covered the head and part of the face of the warriors. According to
the Bible, the helmet of salvation is part of the armor of God that protects the believers of any evil or diabolical attempt to
penetrate the head (evil thoughts, temptations, etc) in order to achieve eternal salvation.

yelmo de mambrino
The helmet of Mambrino is refers to a fictitious helmet (helmet) of gold pure that to the use it was invulnerable to their
carrier, property original of the legendary King moro Mambrino.The possession of the helmet was the ambition of all the
Paladins of Charlemagne and Don Quixote de la Mancha uses a basin of Barber believing it to be the helmet of
Mambrino, which made him invulnerable.

yield
Yield as a noun in English has two meanings.  It means harvest (in the field) and in financial terms it means revenue,
interest and performance. As a verb quot; to yield quot; It also has several meanings. 1) give way to traffic or the floor.
(2) surrender or give up a position. (3) bending under a weight. 4) reap the campo5) produce revenue or interest.



yield apuestas
The quot; quot yield; sports betting is basically the performance obtained.  Is defined as the average percentage benefit
is getting a punter in each monetary unit or quot; quot stake; bet. The following formula is used to calculate the yield:
Yield = (net gains / bet) X 100

yihad para los musulmanes
<em>Jihad </em>is a concept of Islam which represents a religious obligation of Muslims. The interpretation or meaning
of this concept is different among Muslims themselves. According to the encyclopedia of Islam, <em>Jihad</em> refers
to the religious decree of war (holy war), based on the call by the Quran, to extend the law of Dios.El Council on
America-Islamic Relations holds that <em>Jihad does not mean holy war </em>but an <em>effort</em> to improve the
quality of life, <em>effort</em> in the field of battle in self-defense or <em>effort</em> to fight against tyranny and
oppression.<br>

yin y bluyin
They are words that have been castellanizadas English. Yin comes from <em>jean </em>, which in English is
pronounced as and means jeans very resistant fabric and seams of another color to the eye. Bluyin comes from
<em>blue jean</em> which is also pronounced as and is a blue <em>jean</em> .

yinuna
In the jargon of the GVNG PXXR, a group of trap of Barcelona, I've seen writing quot; hyinuna quot; or quot; djyuna
quot; and means spouse.

yogurín
Yogurin is a word used in the slang Spanish to give to understand that is is of a person young and attractive.

yoismo
Egoism and selfishness are synonymous is an etico-filosofica doctrine which says that people should have the standard
act in their own interests, which is the only moral way to act, even though it allows, optionally, perform actions that help
others if that gives us a profit.The egoism gave origin to the selfishness moral and to the religion of code open. Its
creator was the American Dan Kriegman in 1994.

yolo 420
<em>Yolo</em> is an acronym of the expression <em>you only live once </em>, which means <em>you only live
once</em> in Spanish, implying that you necessary to enjoy life and do what you please even taking some risks.
<em>420 </em>is a symbol that is linked with marijuana smokers. It is believed that it arose in 1971 when a group of
high school students in California, USA gathered at 4:20 p.m. to smoke marijuana.

yolo para las directioners
<strong><em>Yolo</em></strong> is an acronym in English of quot; you only live once quot; that means only live once.
Used in social networking for teens to justify some absurd or irrational fact without measuring the consequences.
Example: I get paid today, I'm going to get drunk yolo. The <em style="font-weight: bold;">directioners </em>are fans of
the britanico-irlandesa band One Direction emerged in London in 2010.

yuyos
Is a word that has several meanings.In quechua language means any grass or weeds.Is a seaweed also called
cochayuyo.It is also one infusion of either tea or coffee.<br>



yuyubero
That Word is probably <em style="font-weight :  bold;">yutubero, </em>which identifies a person amateur or fan of
YouTube.

zabeca
The word zabeca is invented and is as it is written head upside down.ZA BE AC = CA BE ZA<br>

zampao
Zampao is a regionalism used in Peru which means drunk last night.

zapper
Zapper is the name of an application or software program added to automated registers machines to prevent tax
evasion by omitting certain sales the translation into Spanish of zapper could be draft, although it is not accurate.  .

zarparse
Another expression of the slang of Río de la Plata which means to be overzealous or exceed in something, do
something out of place. Also used by the Argentinean youth Lingo to indicate that someone is very drugged.

zasca
It doesn't mean anything. Is nothing more than an onomatopoeic expression that became fashionable in Spain in social
networks, mainly among the users of Twitter.Se used to imitate the sound of a blow or quot; zas quot; as well as a
verbal slap. It is also used to refer to the reply that a person gives to ridicule, embarrass or let out to another.

zenitude
Seems to be a word of origin French whose meaning is quot; State of serenity and relaxation quot;.Probably is derived
of zenit or Zenith, that is the time of peak or grade higher that something or someone can reach, as the glory or the
fullness.

zigurat de ur
escampar is a verb that is used to notify when there is a nbsp; great storm or rainy much that has broken and already
does not drop anything. For example,<strong>you cleared</strong> already the storm?. <strong>He cleared</strong>
this in past perfect simple.

zika
Zika is the name of a region of Africa where comes from the virus and the disease that causes the bite of the mosquito
Aedes Aegypti. This virus was discovered in 1947 in monkeys that inhabit the African region of Zika.

zip
<em style="font-weight: bold;">ZIP </em>is an acronym in English of the Zone Improvement Plan (Plan of improvement
areas) words adopted by the system United States post to identify the postal code (zip code) of the different locations
and American cities. The term zip was chosen because it also means in English quot; go very fast quot; which suggests
that the email is more efficient and travels faster when this code is used.Another example would be the English word
zipper which means zipper or zipper closure (fast closer).

zoberao



It is an Andalusian word meaning loft or attic.The penthouse is the last plant of a building, that in them houses ancient is
more low of ceiling and in them constructions modern tends to be provided of terrace.

zoico
Zoico is a word of origin Greek and means life animal. It is mainly used as a suffix to indicate for example some
geological eras, such as Mesozoic, Paleozoic, etc.

zontle
The word zontle is of Náhuatl origin, used to define a weight or measurement equivalent to a set of 400 units. Example:
400 corn, 400 chiles, etc. However, already in the colonial era, when cocoa was still the currency in the new Spain, the
zontle was equivalent to 40 cocoas.

zorionak
This word is of Basque origin, and its meaning in Basque is congratulations or congratulations. Is used to wish
happiness to the people. Example: Zorionak zuri (happy birthday)

zpe
It is a theory of Albert Einstein and O. Stern called ZPE (Zero Point Energy in English) or zero point energy
corresponding to a bath of thermal heat that fills the space or ether. In export, ZPE is refers to areas of processing for
the export or areas Frank of export (ZFE), which is an area of a country created to attract companies oriented to the
export that enjoy of concessions special with regard to tariffs, taxes, transport, logistics, infrastructure and labor cheap.

zuleyma
Zuleyma or Zuleima is a female name of Arabic origin, and the meaning of which is quot; quot enchanted flower;

zulibeth
Name of woman of unknown origin and meaning.

zulos
Zulo is a word of Basque origin which means hole. It generally refers to any closed and hidden place that serves to hide
kidnapped people or illegal things like drugs, weapons, etc.

zumbante siginigado
The buzzing word comes from the verb to tinkle and has several meanings. Make a continued and bronco as some
insects to fly. In Guatemala it means to speak ill of anyone. In Cuba it means go away, leave a place. In Salvador it
means to incite the dog for the attack. In Nicaragua, it means pushing, straining to move something. In the Dominican
Republic and Venezuela it means throwing, impel violence. Also in colloquial or familiar way then give shock or beat up
someone.

zumbar los oidos
Ears ringing when we have the impression of interior sound similar to the buzz of the bees when they fly. Tinkle means
producing a reverb continuous and rough, usually due to introduction of water to bathe us either heard covered by flying
by plane.

zumo de limón



Juice is the liquid extracted by squeezing or crushing any fruit or vegetable. Therefore, lemon juice is to say lemon juice.

zumo de naranja
Juice is juice. It is the liquid extracted by squeezing or crushing fruits and vegetables. In figurative sense juice is the
advantage or benefit that is removed from something.

¡aguas!
It's an expression of warning which means care, caution, something can happen to you. Example: water! do not go near
both the lion cage.

¡cáete!
Is an expression that is used in Mexico to tell you to someone of trust that you pay or that you of money that you should
by some concept.

¿cual es el significado de el nombre kiyen
Kiyen is a female name of mapuche origin. It is the diminutive of Kuyen which means moon.


